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Workshop modules Expert combo
With the Expert workshop equipment from 
TOOLBOX4YOU, every workshop can be designed ac-
cording to your own preference. The interior provides a 
professional appearance, offers ideal space for all kinds 
of activities and sufficient storage space for tools and 
machines.
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Workshop module Expert
BGMOD1
This workshop equipment module Expert series consists of: 1x BG62L5, 1x BG62TB, 3x BG62BP, 2x BG62WD1, 
1x BG124WT, 3x BG01CE, 1x BG62BPS, 1x BG62EL
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Workshop module Expert
BGMOD2
This workshop equipment module Expert series consists of: 1x BG62L5, 1x BG62D2, 3x BG62BP, 2x BG62WD1, 
1x BG124WT, 1x BG62SCD1, 3x BG01CE, 1x BG62BPS, 1x BG62EL
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aDeep workspace
aSolid wood top
aBall-bearing rail drawers
aIncludes adjustable feet

aDeep workspace
aSolid wood top
aBall-bearing rail drawers
aIncludes adjustable feet
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Workshop module Expert
BGMOD3
This workshop equipment module Expert series consists of: 1x BG62L5, 1x BG62L7, 1x BG62D2, 1x BG186WT, 
3x BG62WD1, 5x BG62BP, 1x BG62SCD1, 4x BG01CE, 1xBG62BPS, 1x BG62EL

Workshop module Expert
BGMOD4
This workshop equipment module Expert series consists of: 1x BG62L5, 1x BG62L7, 1x BG62TB, 1x BG62D2, 
1x BG58SC5, 1x BG75CB, 1x BG124WT, 1x BG186WT, 1x BG75WT, 2x BG62BPS, 1x BG62SCD1, 1x BG62SCD2, 
5x BG62WD1, 1x BG75WC, 8x BG62BP, 4x BG75BP, 7x BG01CE, 1x BG03CEC, 2x BG62EL
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aDeep workspace
aSolid wood top
aBall-bearing rail drawers
aIncludes adjustable feet

aDeep workspace
aSolid wood top
aBall-bearing rail drawers
aIncludes adjustable feet
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Workshop module Expert
BGMODA
This workshop equipment module Expert series consists of: 1x BG62L5, 1x BG62TB, 1x BG62SCD1, 2x BG62WD2, 
1x BG124WT, 3x BG62BP, 1x BG62BPS, 1x BG62EL, 3x BG01CE, 1x BG02L, 1x BG02LED
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Workshop module Expert
BGMODB
This workshop equipment module Expert series consists of: 1x BG62L7, 1x BG62D2, 1x BG62SCD2L, 1x BG124WT, 
1x BG62BP, 1x BG62BPS, 1x BG62EL, 3x BG02CE
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aDeep workspace
aSolid wood top
aBall-bearing rail drawers
aIncluding LED lighting
aIncludes adjustable feet

aDeep workspace
aSolid wood top
aBall-bearing rail drawers
aIncludes adjustable feet
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Workshop module Expert
BGMODC
This workshop equipment module Expert series consists of: 2x BG62L7, 2x BG62D2, 2x BG62TCD2, 2x BG62WD1, 
1x BG124WT, 3x BG62BP, 1x BG62BPS, 1x BG62EL, 3x BG01CE, 1x BG02L, 1x BG02LED
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aDeep workspace
aSolid wood top
aBall-bearing rail drawers
aIncluding LED lighting
aIncludes adjustable feet
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Workshop module Expert
BGMODD
This workshop equipment module Expert series consists of: 1x BG62L7, 1x BG62D2, 1x BG62TB, 1x BG62CR,
1x BG62TCD2, 3x BG62WD1, 1x BG186WT, 5x BG62BP, 1x BG62BPS, 1x BG62EL, 4x BG01CE, 1x BG03L, 1x BG03LED

aDeep workspace
aSolid wood top
aBall-bearing rail drawers
aIncluding LED lighting
aIncludes adjustable feet
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Workshop module Expert
BGMODE
This workshop equipment module Expert series consists of: 2x BG62L7, 2x BG62D2, 4x BG62WD1, 2x BG124WT,
6x BG62BP, 2x BG62BPS, 2x BG62EL, 5x BG01CE, 2x BG02L, 2x BG02LED
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Workshop module Expert
BGMODF
This workshop equipment module Expert series consists of: 1x BG62L5, 2x BG62D2, 2x BG62MD4, 2x BG62TCD2L, 
2x BG62WD2, 1x BG124WT, 1x BG58SC5, 1x BG62UCF, 1x BG62BCF, 3x BG62BP, 1x BG62BPS, 1x BG62EL, 3x BG01CE, 1x 
BG02L, 1x BG02LED
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aDeep workspace
aSolid wood top
aBall-bearing rail drawers
aIncluding LED lighting
aIncludes adjustable feet

aDeep workspace
aSolid wood top
aBall-bearing rail drawers
aIncluding LED lighting
aIncludes adjustable feet
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Workshop module Expert
BGMODG
This workshop equipment module Expert series consists of: 1x BG62L7, 4x BG62D2, 2x BG62TCD2, 4x BG62WD1, 2x 
BG124WT, 1x BG58SC5, 1x BG62UCF, 1x BG62BCF, 6x BG62BP, 2x BG62BPS, 2x BG62EL, 5x BG01CE, 2x BG02L, 
2x BG02LED
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Workshop module Expert
BGMODH
This workshop equipment module Expert series consists of: 2x BG62L7, 2x BG62D2, 2x BG62SCD2L, 2x BG124WT, 2x 
BG62BP, 2x BG62BPS, 2x BG62EL, 5x BG02CE

aDeep workspace
aSolid wood top
aBall-bearing rail drawers
aIncluding LED lighting
aIncludes adjustable feet

aDeep workspace
aSolid wood top
aBall-bearing rail drawers
aIncludes adjustable feet
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Werkplaatsmodule Expert
BGMODI
This workshop equipment module Expert series consists of:  2x BG62L7, 4x BG62D2, 1x BG62TB, 2x BG62TCD2, 
5x BG62WD1, 1x BG124WT, 1x BG186WT, 8x BG62BP, 2x BG62BPS, 2x BG62EL, 6x BG01CE, 1x BG02L, 1x BG03L, 
1x BG02LED, 1x BG03LED

Werkplaatsmodule Expert
BGMODJ
This workshop equipment module Expert series consists of:  3x BG62L7, 4x BG62D2, 1x BG75CB, 2x BG62TCD2, 
5x BG62WD1, 1x BG75WC, 1x BG124WT, 1x BG186WT, 1x BG75WT, 8x BG62BP, 2x BG62BPS, 4x BG75BP, 2x BG62EL, 6x 
BG01CE, 1x BG03CEC, 1x BG02L, 1x BG03L, 1x BG01L, 2x BG02LED, 1x BG03LED
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aDeep workspace
aSolid wood top
aBall-bearing rail drawers
aIncluding LED lighting
aIncludes adjustable feet

aDeep workspace
aSolid wood top
aBall-bearing rail drawers
aIncluding LED lighting
aIncludes adjustable feet
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Sizes
A = Sizes with corner ca-
binet
B = Sizes without corner 
cabinet

903mm

1273mm

1647mm

2020mm

1370mm 1990mm 2610mm 3230mm 3850mm 4470mm750mm

BG75

BG186 BG186

BG186 BG124

BG124 BG124

BG124

620mm 1240mm 1860mm 2480mm 3100mm 3720mm

BG62UCF

BG62BCF

Cabinet

Work top

Mobile lower 
cabinet
Using the connecting 
frames BG62UCF and 
BG62BCF, the mobile 
base cabinet BG58SC5 or 
BG58SC7 can be placed 
between two base ca-
binets in the workshop 
modules.





Loose products Expert
Create your own workshop layout with the separate 
modular cabinets and accessories. All parts of the Ex-
pert series are available separately and can be com-
bined with other products from the Expert series. Use 
the handy infographic to quickly and easily check the 
dimensions of your selection.



Base cabinet 2 doors Expert 
BG62D2
This base cabinet consists of two doors that can be locked using a cylinder lock, the inside has a height-adjustable 
shelf. The bottom frame is equipped with adjustable feet so that the cabinet can easily be placed level.

aIncluding adjustable feet
aDeep closet space

Base cabinet waste bin and paper holder Expert
BG62TB
This base cabinet consists of a trash can that can be closed with a cylinder lock, a shelf including paper holder and 
underneath a door that can be closed with a cylinder lock. The bottom frame is equipped with adjustable feet so 
that the cabinet can easily be placed level.

aIncluding adjustable feet
aDeep closet space

Base cabinet for reels Expert
BG62CR
This base cabinet contains two mounting options and two openings for oil, grease, power or air reels. The bottom 
frame is equipped with adjustable feet so that the cabinet can easily be placed level. Thanks to the deep cabinet 
space, no additional adapter plate is required to mount most types of reels in the cabinet. The cabinet offers space 
for two reels.

aIncluding adjustable feet
aDeep closet space
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Base cabinet 5 drawers Expert
BG62L5
This base cabinet consists of five solid drawers that fully extend and are fitted with ball-bearing rails. All drawers can 
be centrally locked thanks to the cylinder lock. The bottom frame is equipped with adjustable feet so that the cabi-
net can easily be placed level.

Base cabinet 7 drawers Expert
BG62L7
This base cabinet consists of seven solid drawers that fully extend and are fitted with ball-bearing rails. All drawers 
can be centrally locked thanks to the cylinder lock. The bottom frame is equipped with adjustable feet so that the 
cabinet can easily be placed level.

aIncludes adjustable feet
aFully extendable drawers
aBall bearing loader rails
aCentral locking

aIncludes adjustable feet
aFully extendable drawers
aBall bearing loader rails
aCentral locking
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Mobile base cabinet 5 drawers Expert
BG58SC5
This mobile base cabinet consists of five solid drawers that fully extend and are fitted with ball-bearing rails. All dra-
wers can be centrally locked thanks to the cylinder lock.

Mobile base cabinet 7 drawers Expert
BG58SC7
This mobile base cabinet consists of seven solid drawers that fully extend and are fitted with ball-bearing rails. All 
drawers can be centrally locked thanks to the cylinder lock. The inside has deep storage space.

aMobile
aFully extendable drawers
aBall bearing loader rails
aCentral locking

aMobile
aFully extendable drawers
aBall bearing loader rails
aCentral locking
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Intermediate cabinet 4 drawers Expert
BG62MD4
This drawer unit consists of four solid drawers that extend fully and are fitted with ball-bearing rails. All drawers can 
be centrally locked thanks to the cylinder lock.

Wall cabinet 2 door low model Expert
BG62TCD2L
This low model wall cabinet consists of two doors that can be closed with a cylinder lock, the inside has a height-ad-
justable shelf.

aDeep closet space

aFully extendable drawers
aBall bearing loader rails
aCentral locking
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Wall cabinet 2 doors Expert
BG62TCD2
This wall cabinet consists of two doors that can be closed with the aid of a cylinder lock, the inside has two 
height-adjustable shelves.

aDeep closet space

Standing cabinet 2 door low model Expert
BG62SCD2L
This standing cabinet low model consists of two doors that can be closed with a cylinder lock, the inside has two 
height-adjustable shelves. The bottom frame is equipped with adjustable feet so that the standing cabinet can 
easily be placed level.

aIncluding adjustable feet
aDeep closet space 
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Standing cabinet 2 doors Expert
BG62SCD2
This standing cabinet consists of two doors that can be closed with a cylinder lock, the inside has four height-adjus-
table shelves. The bottom frame is equipped with adjustable feet so that the standing cabinet can easily be placed 
level.

aIncluding adjustable feet
aDeep closet space 

Standing cabinet 1 door Expert
BG62SCD1
This standing cabinet consists of a door that can be closed with a cylinder lock, the inside has four height-adjustable 
shelves. The bottom frame is equipped with adjustable feet so that the standing cabinet can easily be placed level.

aIncluding adjustable feet
aDeep closet space
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Tool wall with power strip Expert
BG62BPEL
This tool wall is suitable for hanging accessories that make it easy to organize tools. The tool wall has a power strip 
with four 230V sockets. Two separate tool walls are required in the modules to make a complete back wall. One tool 
wall with power strip can be finished to a lower back wall using the BG02CE.

tool wall Expert
BG62BP
This tool wall is suitable for hanging accessories that make it easy to organize tools. Two separate tool walls are requi-
red in the modules to make a complete back wall. One tool wall can be finished to a lower back wall with the help of 
the BG02CE.

Wall cabinet 1 door Expert
BG62WD1
This wall cabinet consists of a door that can be closed with a cylinder lock, the inside has storage space. The door has 
a bearing-mounted rail, so the door can open at the front and slide in.

Wall cabinet 2 doors Expert
BG62WD2
This wall cabinet consists of two doors that can be closed with a cylinder lock, the inside has storage space.

aDeep closet space 

aDeep closet space 
aSpace-saving door



Corner wall cupboard 1 door Expert
BG75WC
This corner wall cabinet consists of a door that can be closed with a cylinder lock, the inside has storage space. The 
door has a bearing-mounted rail, so the door can open at the front and slide in.

Tool wall for corner cabinet Expert
BG75BP
This tool wall for corner cabinet is suitable for hanging accessories that make it easy to organize tools.

Corner cabinet Expert
BG75CB
This corner base cabinet consists of a door that can be closed with a cylinder lock, the inside offers ample storage 
space. The base frame is fitted with adjustable feet so that the corner base unit can easily be placed level.

aIncluding adjustable feet
aDeep closet space 
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aDeep closet space 
aSpace-saving door
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Solid beech wood worktop Expert
BG75WT corner 750 x 750 x 30mm
BG124WT double 1239 x 550 x 30mm
BG186WT triple 1859 x 550 x 30mm

Worktop RVS Expert
BG75ST corner 750 x 750 x 30mm
BG124ST double 1239 x 550 x 30mm
BG186ST triple 1859 x 550 x 30mm

BG75

Work top types

BG124

BG186



Connection and end piece large Expert
BG01CE
The connecting and end piece is provided with pre-made holes so that the 
individual modules from the expert series can be connected to each other and 
finished on the side. Both for connecting the modules and for finishing the 
sides, only 1 connecting and end piece needs to be used. The high (2 panels and 
cabinet) rear wall can be built up with this connection and end piece.

Connection and end piece small Expert
BG02CE
The connecting and end piece is provided with pre-made holes so that the 
individual modules from the expert series can be connected to each other and 
finished on the side. Both for connecting the modules and for finishing the 
sides, only 1 connecting and end piece needs to be used. The high (2 panels and 
cabinet) rear wall can be built up with this connection and end piece.

23

Corner connector Expert
BG03CEC
The corner connector is provided with pre-made holes so that the tool walls for 
expert series corner cabinets can be connected to each other. One connection 
piece is required for one corner cabinet, other modules can be connected with 
the standard connection pieces BG01CE.

Connecting frame top Expert
BG62UCF
Connecting frame at the top for workshop modules from the expert series. This 
connecting frame provides a nice finish when the mobile base units BG58SC5 or 
BG58SC7 are placed in a workshop module between two base units.

Connecting frame bottom Expert
BG62BCF

Connecting frame at the bottom for workshop modules from the expert series. 
This connecting frame provides a nice finish and serves as a stop as soon as the 
mobile base units BG58SC5 or BG58SC7 are placed in a workshop module bet-
ween two base units.
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LED lighting bar Expert
Universal LED lamps with built-in 230v power supply. 
These Clear energy-efficient LED lamps are ideal for 
lighting in and around the workshop. The lamps are 
supplied with a coupling piece to connect an extra 
LED lamp of this series and mounting material for 
mounting in any place where light is needed.

BG01LED 10W 60cm
BG02LED 15W 90cm
BG03LED 18W 120cm

Corner lighting cover panel Expert
BG01L
This lighting finishing panel serves as a cover for the BG01LED.
Dimensions: 60 x 624 x 40mm

Cover panel lighting small Expert
BG02L
This lighting finishing panel serves as a cover panel for the BG02LED.
Dimensions: 60 x 1240 x 40mm

Cover panel lighting large Expert
BG03L
This lighting finishing panel serves as a cover panel for the BG03LED.
Dimensions: 60 x 1860 x 40mm

aEnergy saving
aVery clear
aIncluding mounting material
aIncluding coupling piece







Industrial workbenches

The industrial workbenches from TOOLBOX4YOU have 
a professional appearance, offer ideal space for all kinds 
of work, are equipped with 230V sockets and offer 
sufficient storage space for your tools. All industrial 
workbenches are equipped with reliable energy-saving 
LED lighting.



Industrial workbench
WBG01
TOOLBOX4YOU industrial workbenches are designed and produced for professional use in the workshop or garage. 
The well-thought-out design of the workbenches makes it possible to make more efficient use of your workplace 
and to store tools in an orderly manner. The drawers of the workbenches have a high load-bearing capacity and have 
a long service life thanks to the heavy industrial steel rails with ball bearings. The workbenches are also equipped 
with adjustable legs so that the workbenches will stand firmly even on an uneven floor. All cabinets and drawers of 
the workbenches are individually lockable and lockable by means of a cylinder lock. The worktops of the workben-
ches are provided with PVC coating with hexagon anti-slip layer. This industrial workbench is equipped with solid 
energy-saving LED lighting in a beautifully finished lighting frame.

28

aIncluding LED Lighting
aSteel ball bearing rails
a100kg capacity per drawer
aPVC Hexagon Anti-slip Worktop
aIncludes adjustable feet
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Industrial workbench
WBG02
TOOLBOX4YOU industrial workbenches are designed and produced for professional use in the workshop or garage. 
The well-thought-out design of the workbenches makes it possible to make more efficient use of your workplace 
and to store tools in an orderly manner. The drawers of the workbenches have a high load-bearing capacity and have 
a long service life thanks to the heavy industrial steel rails with ball bearings. The workbenches are also equipped 
with adjustable legs so that the workbenches will stand firmly even on an uneven floor. All cabinets and drawers of 
the workbenches are individually lockable and lockable by means of a cylinder lock. The worktops of the workben-
ches are provided with PVC coating with hexagon anti-slip layer. This industrial workbench is equipped with solid 
energy-saving LED lighting in a beautifully finished lighting frame.
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aIncluding LED Lighting
aSteel ball bearing rails
a100kg capacity per drawer
aPVC Hexagon Anti-slip Worktop
aIncludes adjustable feet
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Industrial workbench
WBG03
TOOLBOX4YOU industrial workbenches are designed and produced for professional use in the workshop or garage. 
The well-thought-out design of the workbenches makes it possible to make more efficient use of your workplace 
and to store tools in an orderly manner. The drawers of the workbenches have a high load-bearing capacity and have 
a long service life thanks to the heavy industrial steel rails with ball bearings. The workbenches are also equipped 
with adjustable legs so that the workbenches will stand firmly even on an uneven floor. All cabinets and drawers of 
the workbenches are individually lockable and lockable by means of a cylinder lock. The worktops of the workben-
ches are provided with PVC coating with hexagon anti-slip layer. This industrial workbench is equipped with solid 
energy-saving LED lighting in a beautifully finished lighting frame and two mobile chests with five drawers.
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aIncluding LED Lighting
aSteel ball bearing rails
a100kg capacity per drawer
aPVC Hexagon Anti-slip Worktop
aIncludes adjustable feet
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Accessories
The accessories of TOOLBOX4YOU can be used on the 
tool walls from the Expert series and the Industrial 
workbenches. These accessories are a useful aid in 
organizing tools and other materials.



Tool hook single short 40mm
BGH56
This tool hook is ideal for hanging tools in an organized manner.

Tool hook single long 80mm
BGH51
This tool hook is ideal for hanging tools in an organized manner.

Tool hook double short 40mm
BGH50
This double tool hook is ideal for hanging tools in an organized manner.

Tool hook double long 80mm
BGH57
This double tool hook is ideal for hanging tools in an organized manner.

Tool hook 7 parts
BGH49
This seven-part tool hook is ideal for hanging tools in an organized manner.
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Tool hook closed U-shape
BGH52
This closed U-shape tool hook is ideal for hanging tools in an organized manner.

Tool hook closed rectangle
BGH53
This closed rectangle tool hook is ideal for hanging tools in an organized manner.
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Tool holder 3 pieces
BGH41
This holder offers space for 3 tools.

Holder for keys 14 pieces
BGH47
This key holder offers space for 14 keys.

Holder for screwdrivers 11 pieces
BGH55
This screwdriver holder offers space for 11 screwdrivers.



Holder for aerosol cans 3 piecess
BGH54
This holder for aerosol cans offers space for 3 aerosol cans.
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Holder for drills 7 pieces
BGH42
This drill holder offers space for 7 drills.

Holder for allen keys 12 pieces
BGH44
This Allen key holder has space for 12 Allen keys.

Document tray metal A4 format
BGH43
Metal document tray A4 format.

Tool tray metal
BGH48
Metal tool tray.



Wire basket metal
BGH58
Metal wire basket.
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Plastic storage bin including hanger
BGH46
This storage bin is ideal for storing small items and is easy to stack.

Storage bin 5 parts including hanger
BGH45
This five-piece storage bin set is ideal for storing small items and is easy to stack.

Shelf for folders
BGH59
Metal tray for folders.







Dealer stamp:


